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PATENT MONITOR
Take advantage of periodic updates on IP activities
CONTENTS
Monthly IP database (Excel file)
• New patent applications
• Patents newly granted
• Patents expired or abandoned
• Transfer of IP rights (re-assignment,
licensing)
• Patent litigation & opposition

Quarterly report (PDF slide deck)
On a quarterly basis, this report will
provide the IP trends over the last three
months, with a close look to key IP
players and key patented technologies.

Access to IP analysts (100h a
year)
On-demand Q&A and discussion session
with our analysts on specific patented
technologies or company IP portfolios

WHY YOU SHOULD SUBSCRIBE
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Track your competitors, partners or clients
Identify newcomers to your technology field
Early detect opportunities and risks for your business strategy
Be ahead of technology trends
Identify emerging research areas and cutting-edge technology developments
Mitigate patent infringement risks
Take advantage of free technologies
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QUARTERLY REPORT
Contents
On a quarterly basis, this report will provide the IP trends over
the last three months, with a close look to key IP players and
key patented technologies.
•Main patent applicants, their notable patent filings and technologies.
•New entrants and their patents.
•Technology trends and notable patented technical solutions.
•Key patents newly granted, their owners and claimed inventions.
•Main IP right transfers (reassignments, licensing agreements).
•Key patents newly expired or abandoned, their owners and their
potential market impact.
•Noteworthy news on patent litigation and opposition, plaintiffs and
defendants, patents and products involved.
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QUARTERLY REPORT
Monthly IP database

Segments
(an X indicate a patent belonging to the segment)

Identify easily and efficiently
- New patents applications
- Patents newly granted
- Patents expired or abandoned
- Transfer of IP rights
- Patent litigation

Download a sample file

The patents are manually categorized in technical
segments using keyword analysis of patent title,
abstract and claims, in conjunction with expert review
of the subject-matter of inventions.
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METHODOLOGY
Terminologies for Patent Analysis (1/2)
Patent Applicant, Patent Assignee
An applicant is a person or organization (e.g. company, university, etc.) who/which has filed a patent application. An assignee is a person or organization (e.g. company, university, etc.)
who/which holds patent rights. There may be more than one applicant/assignee per patent application.
Patent Family
A patent family is a set of patents and patent applications that have been filed to protect a single invention made by (a) common inventor(s). The patent protection of an invention begins
by the filing of a first patent application (the priority document), most of the time in the country the applicant or the inventor(s) is domiciliated in, prior to the filings of other patent
applications (claiming priority of the priority document) to extend the protection to other countries. All members of a patent family, except American continuation-in-part, share all their
priorities.
Priority Date
The priority date is the date on which a priority patent application was filed. The priority date is used to determine which documents may be considered as prior art to challenge the
novelty and the inventive step of an invention claimed in a patent. At this date the patent document is not made available to the public by the office yet.
Priority Number
A priority number is the filing number of a priority document. The priority number is made up of a country code (two letters), the year of filing (two or four digits) and a serial number
(variable, maximum seven digits).
Publication Date
The publication date is the date on which the patent application was first published by the office. It is the date on which the patent document is made available to the public, thereby
becoming part of the state of the art globally.
First publication date
It is the earliest publication date among all publication dates of all patent documents belonging to a patent family. This date’s year is called “year of first publication” in this report. The
date or year of publication of a patent family must always read as the date or year of first publication.
Publication Number
The publication number is the number assigned to a patent application on publication. Publication numbers are generally made up of a country code (two letters) and a serial number
(variable, one to twelve digits) (e.g. DE202004009768).
GaN Power & RF – Patent Monitor | Quarterly Report – Q1 2019
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METHODOLOGY
Terminologies for Patent Analysis (2/2)
Citations
A citation is a reference made to a prior art document that is considered relevant to determine the patentability of a given invention. Citations are made by the applicant or by the office
examiner during the examination of the patent application.
WO and EP Patent Applications
International (WO) and European (EP) patent applications are administered by the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) and the European Patent Office (EPO), respectively.
• WO applications designate Contracting parties (official or non-official countries) of the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) through their national or regional systems and will have the
same effect as national or regional patent applications in each designated state or region, leading to a granted patent in each state or region. In this report, patent families are often
designated by their funding PCT member. A good way to know if a PCT application entered into national phase is to check on WIPO’s Patentscope database.
• EP applications are regional patent applications designating Contracting States of the European Patent Convention (EPC), and may lead to granted EP patents. Each EP patent has the
same effect as a bundle of national patents one for each designated country. A EP patent can also be validated for 4 countries that are not Contracting States of the EPC but entered
into an agreement with the EPO (as of 2018-04-10 these countries are Morocco, the Republic of Moldova, Tunisia and Cambodia).
Legal Status of the Patent Document (patent or patent application)
Granted: It is an enforceable patent issued by a patent office after the examination of the corresponding patent application.
Pending: It is a patent application that has been filed but not yet accepted or rejected by the patent office nor than withdrawn by the applicant.
Abandoned/Lapsed: A patent or published application that is not enforceable before the end of the normal term for formal reasons. In most cases, a document acquire this status
because the applicant withdrew his patent application after it has been published, failed to respond to an office action during the examination, or did not pay the maintenance fees.
Typical office status for Lapsed could be “abandoned”, “lapsed”, “withdrawn”, “surrendered”, etc.
Expired: A granted patent that is no longer in force as it has reached its maximum duration (in most countries: 20 years from the filing date).
Rejected/Revoked: A patent or published application that is not enforceable before the end of the normal term for patentability-related reasons.
• The status “rejected” mainly refers to a pre-grant patent application for which a grant decision has been denied (e.g. due to a lack of patentability of the invention).
• The status “revoked” mainly refers to a formerly granted patent that have been later cancelled by an office (e.g. following an Opposition, a Post Grant Review or an Inter Partes
Review) or a court. Typical office status for “Revoked” could be “suspended”, “interrupted”, “cancelled”, “revoked”, “refused”, etc.
International Patent Classification (IPC)
The technical content of patent documents is classified in accordance with the International Patent Classification (IPC). The publishing office assigns an IPC symbol valid at the time of
publication of the patent application. The complete IPC can be found on the website of the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO - http://www.wipo.int/ipcpub).
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METHODOLOGY
Segment definition
Patents were manually segmented according to their current legal status, and their technologies/applications
SEGMENTATION BY LEGAL STATUS
NEW PATENT: New patent families published during the
month (extensions from older patent families are excluded).
GRANTED PATENT: Patents granted during the quarter (granted
patents from older patent families containing already granted
patents are excluded).
PATENT TRANSFER: Re-assignments (IP transfers) during the
quarter.
DEAD PATENT: Granted patents expired or abandoned during
the quarter.

SEGMENTATION BY TECHNOLOGIES/APPLICATIONS
Market-based segmentation:
• Power applications
This segment includes all inventions explicitly related to power applications, from wafers/epiwafers, to devices and
module/systems. Furthermore, there are two sub-segments specific to Power applications:
– Monolithic power IC which includes inventions where power switches can be monolithically integrated with other
functions (protection against ESD and surge currents, integrated drivers and logic, etc.).
– Power circuitry & operating methods
• RF applications
This segment includes all inventions explicitly related to RF applications, from wafers/epiwafers, to devices and
module/systems. Furthermore, there are two sub-segments specific to RF applications:
– MMIC segment which includes inventions to both monolithic microwave and millimeter wave integrated circuit
– RF circuitry & operating methods
• Not specified & others applications

Value chain-based segmentation:
This segmentation produces the following technological segments: Wafer & Epiwafer, Device, Module & Packaging,
Circuits & operating methods. Furthermore, the Device segment has been divided according to device typology:
• Transistors segment, including Enhancement-mode (normally-off) devices sub-segment.
• Diodes
• Vertical power devices

Challenge-based segmentation:
• Current collapse & dynamic on-resistance related issues
• Thermal management and related reliability issues
• GaN-on-Silicon technology
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Q1 2019 KEY FACTS
Introduction
Key facts of the quarter:
228 NEW PATENT APPLICATIONS
134 GRANTED PATENTS
1 PATENT TRANSFER
25 DEAD PATENTS

GaN Power & RF

4 Main industrial IP players selected and analyzed
January
February
March

6 IP collaborations identified (patent co-filings)
3 Start-up firms selected and analyzed
5 New entrants identified
No patent litigation
GaN Power & RF – Patent Monitor | Quarterly Report – Q1 2019
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Q1 2019 KEY FACTS
Applications versus Value Chain (New patent applications)
Pending patents

Wafer & Epiwafer

Device

Module & Packaging

Circuits

Xidian University (11 inventions)
UESTC (6 inventions)

Power
Applications

Shenzhen Jing Xiang Technologies
(深圳市晶相技术有限公司)
(2 inventions)

Sumitomo Electric (2 inventions)

Shenzhen Jing Xiang Technologies
(深圳市晶相技术有限公司)
(5 inventions)
Sumitomo Electric (3 inventions)
Renesas Electronics (3 inventions)

Alstom (2 inventions)
Alstom (2 inventions)
Lumentum (1 invention)
Pekin University (1 invention)

South China University of Technology
(1 invention)

RF
Applications

Tsinghua University & Wuhu Kaidi
Semiconductor
(芜湖启迪半导体有限公司)
(2 inventions)
Sumitomo Electric (2 inventions)

吴绍飞, Inventor & Applicant
(5 inventions)
Xidian University (3 inventions)
Sumitomo Electric (2 inventions)

Sumitomo Electric (3 inventions)

Renesas Electronics (2 inventions)

Swegan (1 invention)

Bosch (1 invention)

ExaGaN (1 invention)
GlobalFoundries (1 invention)

Knowmade © 2019

Analog Devices (1 invention)
Sichuan Jiuzhou Electric Group
(四川九洲电器集团有限责任公司)
(1 invention)

BAE Systems (1 invention)

Not specified
& other
applications

Bosch (1 invention)

ZTE (1 invention)

Bosch (2 inventions)
Toyota Motor (2 inventions)

EPC (1 invention)

Macom (3 inventions)
Jiangsu Broadwave Electronics
Technology (new entrant)
(2 inventions)
Qorvo (1 invention)

Rohm (1 invention)
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Q1 2019 KEY FACTS
Applications versus Value Chain (Newly granted patent)
Granted patents

Power
Applications

Wafer & Epiwafer

Device

Qromis (1 invention)

Renesas Electronics (6 inventions)

Toyoda Gosei (1 invention)

Toyoda Gosei (4 inventions)

Renesas Electronics (1 invention)

UESTC (4 inventions)

Toshiba (1 invention)

Fuji Electric (2 inventions)

Air Water (1 invention)

Power Integrations (2 inventions)

Module & Packaging

Circuits

Panasonic (1 invention)

Infineon (2 inventions)

Navitas (1 invention)

Navitas (2 inventions)

Otis (1 invention)

Rompower (1 invention)

Florida International University
(1 invention)

GaN systems (1 invention)

South China University of Technology
(1 invention)

Toshiba (1 invention)

Transphorm (1 invention)

Knowmade © 2019

RF
Applications

Macom (1 invention)
Suzhou Hanhua Semiconductor
(苏州汉骅半导体有限公司 )
(1 invention)

Suzhou Hanhua Semiconductor
(苏州汉骅半导体有限公司 )
(2 inventions)
Xidian University (2 inventions)
Mitsubishi Electric (1 invention)

Raytheon (1 invention)
Etra Semiconductor
(宜确半导体(苏州)有限公司)
(1 invention)

EPC (1 invention)
Fujitsu (1 invention)
Toshiba (1 invention)

Sumitomo Electric (1 invention)

Not specified
& other
applications

Swegan (1 invention)
Mitsubishi Electric (1 invention)

ITRI (1 invention)
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Q1 2019 KEY FACTS
Technical segment analysis
One patent family* (invention) can belong to different segments

*

A patent family is a set of
patents filed in multiple countries
to protect a single invention by a
common inventor(s).

• The most active academic players of the quarter are Xidian University (18 new patent applications) and UESTC (7 new patent applications) while the most
active industrial players were Sumitomo Electric (8 new patent applications) followed by Renesas Electronics (5 new patent publications).
• Toshiba and Renesas Electronics are the IP players which have most reinforced their IP portfolio during the quarter with 6 additional granted patents,
followed by UESTC and Xidian University (5 newly granted patents).
• On the whole, 25 patents were abandoned or expired during the quarter among which 4 patents filed by Fujitsu in 2011/2012 and 2 patents filed in 2004 by
International Rectifier (Infineon). See page 17.
• To our knowledge there was no litigation during the quarter in the field of GaN Power & RF and only one transfer of IP rights from Qualcomm to WiTricity in
USA (US9248751).
GaN Power & RF – Patent Monitor | Quarterly Report – Q1 2019
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Q1 2019 KEY FACTS

IP transfer

Re-assigned patents
PATENT
NUMBER

RE-ASSIGNED PATENTS
Mixed semiconductor H-bridge power converters and methods related thereto

US9248751

This disclosure provides systems, methods and apparatus for power converters and particularly power
converters for wireless power transfer to remote systems such as electric vehicles. In one aspect, the
disclosure provides an electronic power supply. The electronic power supply includes at least first and second
half-bridge circuitries. The first half-bridge circuitry includes semiconductor material of a first type. The
second half-bridge circuitry of the H-bridge includes semiconductor material of a second type. The first
semiconductor material type is different from the second semiconductor material type.

SEGMENT
Power
applications
Circuitry &
operating
methods

USXXXXXXX Clickable link pdf document

• Described in the table, patent US9248751 was granted to Qualcomm in February 2016 and re-assigned to WiTricity in February 2019. Besides, there is no
additional patent member in the family.
• WiTricity (witricity.com) is a MIT spinoff developing solutions to enable wireless power transfer over distance using its patented magnetic resonance
technology, focusing on wireless charging systems for electric vehicles (EVs).
• In February 2019, WiTricity announced the acquisition from Qualcomm Incorporated and Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. of certain technology platform
and IP assets, which will bring to over 1,500 the number of patents and patent applications related to wireless charging that WiTricity will own or control.
Through the transaction Qualcomm Incorporated will become a minority WiTricity shareholder (press release).
• This acquisition is part of WiTricity’s strategy to accelerate the adoption of wireless charging technology by automakers, for Electric Vehicles (EV).
WiTricity is also collaborating directly with leading carmakers (e.g. Honda, BMW) to drive global standards for wireless charging systems.
• WiTricity technology licensing agreements have been announced with Toyota, Aptiv (formerly Delphi), Mahle, TDK, IHI, Shindengen, Daihen, BRUSA, and
Anjie Wireless. Global corporate investors now include Qualcomm, Toyota, Intel Capital, Delta Electronics Capital, Foxconn, Haier, and Schlumberger.
GaN Power & RF – Patent Monitor | Quarterly Report – Q1 2019
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Q1 2019 KEY FACTS
Most notable dead patents (selected by Knowmade IP analyst)
Assignee

Publication
number

Title

STATUS

NEC

US8921894

Field effect transistor, method of manufacture for field effect transistor, and electronic device

Lapsed

HITACHI

US7880174

Circuit arrangement having a free-wheel diode

Lapsed

FURUKAWA
NEC

US7859014

Semiconductor device

Lapsed

SANKEN ELECTRIC

US7868355

Hetero field effect transistor and manufacturing method thereof

Lapsed

TOSHIBA

US7884395

Semiconductor apparatus

Lapsed

POWER INTEGRATION
VELOX SEMICONDUCTOR

US7436039

Gallium nitride semiconductor devices

Lapsed

INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER (INFINEON)

US7164591
TWI279971

Bridge-less boost (blb) power factor correction topology controlled with one cycle control

Lapsed

SHARP

US6177685

Nitride-type iii-v hemt having an inn 2deg channel layer

Expired

USXXXXXXX Click to link pdf document

SEGMENT
Power applications
Normally-off transistors
Power applications
Module & package
Circuitry & operating methods
RF applications
Transistor
Current collapse
Power applications
Normally-off transistors
Power applications
Transistor
Power applications
Diode
Module & package
Power applications
Circuitry & operating methods
RF applications
Transistor

Notable patents were selected on the basis of their citations, family size, patented technology, and impact in the field.

Note that Fujitsu have abandoned 4 patents during the quarter, in particular 3 patents were granted in Taiwan (US20150034967, US8587030, US9831310). These patent
families relates to epiwafers for power or RF device structures. Two inventions address current collapse & dynamic Ron related issues and one of them concerns a
normally-off transistor.
If a patent is dead (expired or abandoned), is it possible to make the formerly patented product?
An expired patent cannot be asserted against competitors. However, other live patents may still cover different parts, features or combinations described in the expired
patent. Moreover, in some countries, a lapsed patent can be reinstated/restored by paying an additional fee plus the maintenance fee, and reasoning that delay or
nonpayment of the maintenance fee within the prescribed period was unintentional.
GaN Power & RF – Patent Monitor | Quarterly Report – Q1 2019
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Q1 2019 KEY FACTS
Main IP Collaborations in new patent publications
This table shows main new collaborations involving industrial applicants. It highlights the collaborations with industrials players that have led to patent co-filings.
INDUSTRIAL
APPLICANTS

ACADEMIC APPLICANTS

TITLE

SEGMENT

ORIGINAL
DOCUMENT

Murata Manufacturing

AIST

Gallium nitride structure, the piezoelectric element, piezoelectric element
manufacturing method, and a resonator using a piezoelectric element

RF applications

JP2019041089

Tokai Rika

Nagoya Institute of Technology

Nitride semiconductor device

Power applications
Transistor

JP2019040979

Toyota CRDL
Toyota Motor

Nagoya University

Gate switching device and method manufacturing the same

Power applications
Transistor

US20190019873

Wuhu Kaidi
Semiconductor

Tsinghua University

Semiconductor structure and forming method thereof
A semiconductor structure and a method for forming the same

No specified application
Normally-off devices

CN109346522
CN109273527

Fuji Electric

National Institute For Materials
Science

Gallium nitride semiconductor device and manufacturing method therefor

Power applications
Transistor

JP2019012827

Panasonic

Osaka University

Semiconductor device

Power applications
Transistor

WO201909006

A selection of main industrial applicants is detailed in the focus on main IP players

USXXXXXXX Click to link pdf document
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Main IP Players of Q1 2019
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Q1 2019 MAIN IP PLAYERS
Renesas Electronics
This quarter, the company has:
5 NEW PATENT APPLICATIONS

One patent family can belong to different segments

6 NEWLY GRANTED PATENTS
0 PATENT TRANSFERT
0 DEAD PATENT

USXXXXXXX Clickable link to pdf document

• Renesas Electronics combines a high number of newly granted patents with a significant number of new patent applications in Q1 2019 and therefore keeps strengthening its IP
position in the field of normally-off GaN-based transistors for power applications. Most inventions concern lateral power transistors although one invention may apply to vertical and
lateral device architectures.
• The recent IP activity of Renesas is related to a mesa-type MOS structure where the mesa (2DEG suppression layer made of i-GaN or AlGaN or InGaN) provides the normally-off
characteristics (US20190006500, US20190051740). Several inventions relates to the use of silicon nitride to restore a 2DEG in mesa side part (US20190051740, JP2019009459). An
additional inventions describe Al2O3/SiO2-based dielectric gate stacks to obtain a normally-off transistor (US20190074174) and tuning of 2DEG concentration along the channel
(modulation of barrier thickness, JP2019009462).
• In newly granted patents there are several inventions focusing on normally-off mesa-type MOS structures: patents US10229992, US10199476 and US10243070 focuses on gate
structure (and reliability-related issues). Furthermore, two inventions relates to a MIS structure with a trench gate breaking the channel continuity (JP6472839, US10256100). Finally a
patent recently granted is based on epitaxy and layer transfer processes to stack the channel layer and the barrier layer in the [000-1] direction to obtain normally off operation and
improvement of voltage withstanding (US20150084104). The approach is applicable to lateral as well as vertical power devices.
GaN Power & RF – Patent Monitor | Quarterly Report – Q1 2019
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Q1 2019 MAIN IP PLAYERS
Renesas Electronics: notable patents selected by Knowmade analyst
PATENT
NUMBER

US20190006500

US10199476

US10243070

US20150084104

TYPE

New
patent

Newly
granted
patent

SEGMENT

Power applications
Transistor
Normally-off

Power applications
Transistor
Normally-off

Newly
granted
patent

Power applications
Transistor
Normally-off

Newly
granted
patent

Power applications
Transistor
Normally-off
Power vertical
devices

USXXXXXXX Clickable link to pdf document

TITLE

PATENT DETAILS

IMAGE

Semiconductor device and
method of manufacturing
semiconductor device

Characteristics of a semiconductor device are improved. A semiconductor device includes a sequential stack of a
buffer layer, a channel layer, and a barrier layer, and includes a mesa part including a fourth nitride
semiconductor layer formed over the stack, and a side part formed on both sides of the mesa part and including
a thin film part of the fourth nitride semiconductor layer. Generation of 2DEG is suppressed below the mesa part
while being unsuppressed below the side part. In this way, the side part that disables the 2DEG suppression
effect is provided on an end portion of the mesa part, thereby a distance from an end portion of the side part to
the gate electrode is increased, making it possible to suppress leakage caused by a current path passing through
an undesired channel formed between a gate insulating film and the mesa part.

Semiconductor device and
manufacturing method of
semiconductor device

A mesa portion of a semiconductor device, which includes a channel base layer formed of a first nitride
semiconductor layer, a channel layer formed of a second nitride semiconductor layer, a barrier layer formed of a
third nitride semiconductor layer, a mesa-type fourth nitride semiconductor layer, a gate insulating film that
covers the mesa portion, and a gate electrode formed over the gate insulating film, is used as a co-doped layer.
The mesa portion is used as the co-doped layer, so that interface charges generated at an interface between the
gate insulating film and the mesa portion can be cancelled by p-type impurity or n-type impurity in the co-doped
layer and a threshold potential can be improved. Further, the fourth nitride semiconductor layer is n-type until
the gate insulating film is formed, and the fourth nitride semiconductor layer is made neutral or p-type after the
gate insulating film is formed.

Semiconductor device and
method for manufacturing the
same

A property of a semiconductor device (high electron mobility transistor) is improved. A semiconductor device
having a buffer layer, a channel layer, an electron supply layer, a mesa type cap layer, a source electrode, a drain
electrode and a gate insulating film covering the cap layer, and a gate electrode formed on the gate insulating
film, is configured as follows. The cap layer and the gate electrode are separated from each other by the gate
insulating film, and side surfaces of the cap layer, the side surfaces being closer to the drain electrode and the
source electrode, have tapered shapes. For example, a taper angle (θ1) of the side surface of the cap layer (mesa
portion) is equal to or larger than 120 degrees. By this configuration, a TDDB life can be effectively improved,
and variation in an ON-resistance can be effectively suppressed.

Method of manufacturing a
semiconductor device and the
semiconductor device

Characteristics of a high electron mobility transistor are improved. A stack having an n-type contact layer (n-type
AlGaN layer), an electron supply layer (undoped AlGaN layer), and a channel layer (undoped GaN layer) is
formed in a growth mode over a Ga plane parallel with a [0001] crystal axis direction. Then, after turning the
stack upside down so that the n-type contact layer (n-type AlGaN layer) is situated to the upper surface and
forming a trench, a gate electrode is formed by way of a gate insulation film. By stacking the channel layer
(undoped GaN layer) and the electron supply layer (undoped AlGaN layer) successively in a [000-1] direction, (1)
normally off operation and (2) increase of withstanding voltage can easily be compatible with each other.

Notable patents were selected on the basis of their technical interest, citations received from other patents, family size, current legal status, scope of the claims, and impact in the field.
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Q1 2019 MAIN IP PLAYERS
Toshiba
This quarter, the company has:
1 NEW PATENT APPLICATION

One patent family can belong to different segments

7 NEWLY GRANTED PATENTS
0 PATENT TRANSFERT
2 DEAD PATENTS

USXXXXXXX Clickable link to pdf document

• Toshiba was not very active during this quarter but obtained 7 new granted patents, mainly related to power applications. Newly granted patents address gate dielectric stack for GaN
and SiC devices based on SiO2 and AlON materials (US10211301, US10243058), elaboration of AlGaN layers with high C/O ratio (US10186588), a normally-off device structure using a
second gate electrode (US10243049), a power device layout producing a reduced parasitic capacitance (JP6487021) and a protection film for a power device which does not induce
current collapse effects when a high drain voltage is applied (US10236353).
• Besides Toshiba has abandoned a US patent (US7884395) granted since 2011 regarding the monolithic integration of a Si PiN diode in parallel with a GaN-based HFET to provide a
device with high avalanche capability and enhanced reliability.
• Regarding RF applications, Toshiba has abandoned the Taiwanese patent member of its family US8345434 related to a high frequency circuit having a multi-chip module structure. The
family is still enforced in USA and Japan. In the meantime a new domestic patent was granted to Toshiba in Japan, related to a small-sized high-frequency semiconductor device having
high power addition efficiency based on a distortion compensation circuit, a GaN amplifier and a GaAs amplifier (JP6490541). Furthermore, the only new patent application filed by
Toshiba during the quarter is related to microwave device epitaxial structure replacing the thick InGaN layer below AlGaN barrier by multiple InGaN/GaN quantum wells to avoid carrier
mobility degradation at the InGaN/AlGaN interface (US20190097033).
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Q1 2019 MAIN IP PLAYERS
Toshiba: notable patents selected by Knowmade analyst
PATENT
NUMBER

US10186588

US10243049

US10236353

US20190097033

TYPE

SEGMENT

TITLE

PATENT DETAILS

Newly
granted
patent

Power applications
Epiwafer
GaN-on-Si

Semiconductor substrate and
semiconductor device

According to one embodiment, a semiconductor substrate includes a first semiconductor layer including
Alx1Ga1-x1N (0<x1≤1) and including carbon and oxygen, and a second semiconductor layer including Alx2Ga1x2N (0<x2<x1) and including carbon and oxygen. A second ratio of a carbon concentration of the second
semiconductor layer to an oxygen concentration of the second semiconductor layer is 730 or more.

Nitride semiconductor device

A nitride semiconductor device includes a first semiconductor layer including a nitride semiconductor, a second
semiconductor layer contacting the first semiconductor layer and including a nitride semiconductor, a source
electrode, a drain electrode, a first gate electrode, a second gate electrode provided on an opposite side, a first
insulating layer and a second insulating layer. The gate electrode has a protrusion portion inside the
semiconductor layer. A distance between the first gate electrode and the protrusion portion of the second gate
electrode is shorter than a distance between the source electrode and the second insulating layer, and shorter
than a distance between the drain electrode and the second insulating layer.

Semiconductor device, power
supply circuit, and compute

A semiconductor device of an embodiment includes a first nitride semiconductor layer, a second nitride
semiconductor layer located on the first nitride semiconductor layer and having a larger bandgap than the first
nitride semiconductor layer, a first electrode on the second nitride semiconductor layer, a second electrode on
the second nitride semiconductor layer, a gate electrode located between the first electrode and the second
electrode, and a first insulating layer located at least between the gate electrode and the second electrode on
the second nitride semiconductor layer, the first insulating layer being an oxide of at least one first element
selected from the group consisting of Hf, Zr, and Ti, and containing 5×1019 cm−3 or more of at least one second
element selected from the group consisting of F, H, D, V, Nb, and Ta, and 5×1019 cm−3 or more of at least one
third element selected from the group consisting of N, P, As, Sb, Bi, Be, Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba, Sc, Y, and lanthanoids.

High power device

A high power device including with a first nitride semiconductor layer, a second nitride semiconductor layer
formed on the first nitride semiconductor layer, and a third nitride semiconductor layer containing an Al
element formed on the second nitride semiconductor layer. The second nitride semiconductor layer is a multiple
quantum well layer in which a nitride semiconductor layer containing an In element and a nitride semiconductor
layer not containing an In element are alternately stacked.

Newly
granted
patent

Newly
granted
patent

Power applications
Normally-off

Power applications
Current collapse &
dynamic Ron

New
patent

USXXXXXXX Clickable link to pdf document

RF applications

IMAGE

Notable patents were selected on the basis of their technical interest, citations received from other patents, family size, current legal status, scope of the claims, and impact in the field.
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Q1 2019 MAIN IP PLAYERS
Sumitomo Electric
This quarter, the company has:
8 NEW PATENT APPLICATIONS

One patent family can belong to different segments

1 NEWLY GRANTED PATENT
0 PATENT TRANSFERT
1 DEAD PATENT

USXXXXXXX Clickable link to pdf document

• Sumitomo Electric has been one of the most active patent applicant during the quarter with 8 new applications. Its IP activity concerns mainly devices (transistors) for RF applications.
• Furthermore a newly granted patent in USA was added to Sumitomo Electric’s portfolio concerning the growth of highly doped n-type materials (ZnO, ZnMgO) in recessed source and
drain regions of a HEMT (US10211323). There is no on-going procedure to further extend the geographic area of the protection related to this invention. Besides Sumitomo Electric has
published two additional patent families related to source and drain contact regrowth technology based on ZnO (US20190097034) or GaN (US20190043978) materials.
• Additional new patent applications related to RF applications focus on different topics such as a field-plate structure (US20190097036), a gate electrode manufacturing process
(US20190088483) and reduction a of current collapse working on the device encapsulation process (JP2019003991, US20190074370). Sumitomo Electric has also filed a new patent
publication on a HEMT with a reversed arrangement for the channel layer and the barrier layer (US20190027577) in order to connect the 2DEG with the electrode without interposing
the barrier layer.
• Another invention of the quarter based on epitaxial techniques is patent US20190006176 which describes a method to grow the AlGaN barrier in a HEMT structure.
• Also, Sumitomo Electric has abandoned a US patent (US8941174) granted since 2015 regarding breakdown voltage enhancement of trench normally-off vertical power devices with a
V-shaped gate structure. There is no longer enforced patent member in this family published in Japan, China, Germany and USA.
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Q1 2019 MAIN IP PLAYERS
Sumitomo Electric: notable patents selected by Knowmade analyst
PATENT
NUMBER

US20190097036

US20190027577

US20190097034

US20190074370

TYPE

SEGMENT

New patent
application

RF applications
Transistor

RF applications
Epiwafer
Transistor

New patent
application

New patent
application

New patent
application

RF applications
Transistor

RF applications
Transistor
Current collapse &
dynamic Ron

USXXXXXXX Clickable link to pdf document

TITLE

PATENT DETAILS

Semiconductor device and
process of forming the same

A semiconductor device type of field effect transistor (FET) primarily made of nitride semiconductor materials is
disclosed. The FET includes a nitride semiconductor stack providing primary and auxiliary active regions and an
inactive region surrounding the active regions; electrodes of a source, a drain, and a gate; an insulating film
covering the electrodes and the semiconductor stack; and a field plate on the insulating film. A feature of the
FET of the invention is that the field plate is electrically in contact with the auxiliary active region through the
opening provided in the insulating film.

Process of forming epitaxial
substrate having n-polar
gallium nitride

A process of forming a high electro mobility transistor (HEMT) with a reveres arrangement for the barrier layer
and the channel layer thereof is disclosed. The process includes steps of epitaxially growing an oxide layer
containing zinc (Zn) on a substrate where the oxide layer showing an O-polar surface; epitaxially growing a
semiconductor stack made of nitride semiconductor materials on the oxide layer where the semiconductor stack
includes a nitride semiconductor layer, a barrier layer and a channel layer on the oxide layer in this order;
attaching a temporal substrate to the semiconductor stack; removing the substrate and the oxide layer from the
semiconductor stack; attaching a support substrate to the nitride semiconductor layer; and removing the
temporal substrate from the semiconductor stack.

Field effect transistor and
process of forming the same

Semiconductor device
primarily made of nitride
semiconductor materials and
process of forming the same

IMAGE

A process of forming a field effect transistor (FET) and a FET are disclosed. The process includes steps of forming
a nitride semiconductor layer on a substrate; selectively growing an n+-region made of oxide semiconductor
material on the nitrides semiconductor layer and subsequently depositing oxide film on the n+-region; rinsing
the oxide film with an acidic solution; forming an opening in the oxide film to expose the oxide semiconductor
layer therein; and depositing a metal within the opening such that the metal is in direct contact with the n+region.
A semiconductor device made of primarily nitride semiconductor materials is disclosed. The semiconductor
device includes a substrate; a semiconductor stack on the substrate; electrodes of a gate, a source, and a drain
each provided on the semiconductor stack, where the gate electrode contains nickel (Ni); a Si compound
covering surfaces of the semiconductor stack; an aluminum oxide (Al2O3) film covering the gate electrode
exposed from the Si compound; and another Si compound covering the Al2O3 film and the Si compound
exposed from the Al2O3 film. A feature of the semiconductor device of the invention is that the Al2O3 film
exposes the Si compound at least between the gate electrode and the drain electrode.

Notable patents were selected on the basis of their technical interest, citations received from other patents, family size, current legal status, scope of the claims, and impact in the field.
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Q1 2019 MAIN IP PLAYERS
Toyota Motor
This quarter, the company has:
4 NEW PATENT APPLICATIONS

One patent family can belong to different segments

3 NEWLY GRANTED PATENTS
0 PATENT TRANSFERT
0 DEAD PATENT

USXXXXXXX Clickable link to pdf document

• Toyota Motor’s current IP activity is strongly focused on vertical power devices (5 patent families related to MOSFET structures) rather than lateral power devices (2 patent families
related to HFET structures).
• During the quarter, Toyota Motor have published 4 new patent applications, among which a patent application co-filed with Toyota CRDL and Nagoya University regarding the
formation of a gallium oxide layer at the interface between gate dielectric and GaN in a MOSFET structure (US20190019873). The other new patent publications are domestic
applications also related to the manufacturing of vertical power devices (epitaxial body layer JP2019040961, breakdown voltage enhancement JP2019040960, protective film for device
manufacturing JP2019036606).
• Furthermore Toyota Motor has reinforced its IP position in the field of GaN transistor technology with 3 newly granted patents in its patent portfolio, which were all co-assigned to
Toyota CRDL. A patent family concerns the growth of GaN p-type body layers in recessed regions for the fabrication of vertical power devices (US10242869). Another newly granted
patent also related to power vertical devices describes a gate structure including a n-- or i-GaN/n--GaN heterojunction at the surface of the JFET region (US10283626). To date it has
been already granted in 5 different countries (US, JP,DE, KR and TW) and is pending in two additional countries (IN and CN). Besides the 3rd newly granted patent relates to a gate
structure with a p-type gate for normally-off transistors with reduced gate current (domestic patent JP6469559).
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Q1 2019 MAIN IP PLAYERS
Toyota Motor: notable patents selected by Knowmade analyst
PATENT
NUMBER

US20190019873

US10242869

US10283626

TYPE

New patent
application

Newly
granted
patent

Newly
granted
patent

USXXXXXXX Clickable link to pdf document

SEGMENT

Device
Transistor

Device
Transistor
Vertical power
devices

Device
Transistor
Vertical power
devices

TITLE

PATENT DETAILS

IMAGE

Gate switching device and
method manufacturing the
same

A method of manufacturing a gate switching device is provided. The method includes: forming an oxide
insulating layer on a gallium nitride semiconductor layer of n-type or i-type; forming a gallium oxide layer at an
interface between the oxide insulating layer and the gallium nitride semiconductor layer by heating the oxide
insulating layer and the gallium nitride semiconductor layer at a temperature higher than a temperature of the
oxide insulating layer and the gallium nitride semiconductor layer in the formation of the oxide insulating layer;
and forming a gate electrode opposed to the gallium nitride semiconductor layer via the gallium oxide layer.

Method of manufacturing
switching element having
gallium nitride substrate

A method of manufacturing a switching element includes forming a recessed portion in a surface of a GaN
semiconductor substrate in which a first n-type semiconductor layer is exposed on the surface, growing a p-type
body layer within the recessed portion and on the surface of the GaN semiconductor substrate, removing a
surface layer portion of the body layer to expose the first n-type semiconductor layer on the surface of the GaN
semiconductor substrate, and leave the body layer within the recessed portion, forming a second n-type
semiconductor layer which is separated from the first n-type semiconductor layer by the body layer and is
exposed on the surface of the GaN semiconductor substrate, and forming a gate electrode which faces the body
layer through an insulating film.

Semiconductor device and
manufacturing method of the
same

A semiconductor device may include a nitride semiconductor layer, an insulation gate section, and a
heterojunction region, wherein the nitride semiconductor layer may include an n-type vertical drift region, a ptype channel region adjoining the vertical drift region, and an n-type source region separated from the vertical
drift region by the channel region, wherein the insulation gate section is opposed to a portion of the channel
region that separates the vertical drift region and the source region, the heterojunction region is in contact with
at least a part of a portion of the vertical drift region that is disposed at the one of main surfaces, and the
heterojunction region is an n-type nitride semiconductor or an i-type nitride semiconductor having a bandgap
wider than a bandgap of the vertical drift region.

Notable patents were selected on the basis of their technical interest, citations received from other patents, family size, current legal status, scope of the claims, and impact in the field.
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Q1 2019 MAIN IP PLAYERS
Other major IP players: notable patents selected by Knowmade analyst
PATENT
NUMBER

WO2019/036499

US10236373

US20190115442

US10193001

TYPE

New patent
application

Newly
granted
patent

New patent
application

Newly
granted
patent

USXXXXXXX Clickable link to pdf document

SEGMENT

TITLE

PATENT DETAILS

Broadband, high-efficiency,
non-modulating power
amplifier architecture

Apparatus and methods for a no-load-modulation power amplifier are described. No-load-modulation power
amplifiers can comprise multiple amplifiers connected in parallel to amplify a signal that has been divided into
parallel circuit branches. One of the amplifiers can operate as a main amplifier in a first amplification class and
the remaining amplifiers can operate as peaking amplifiers in a second amplification class. The main amplifier
can see essentially no modulation of its load between the power amplifier's fully-on and fully backed-off states.
The power amplifiers can operate in symmetric and asymmetric modes. Improvements in bandwidth and drain
efficiency over conventional Doherty amplifiers are obtained. Further improvements can be obtained by
combining signals from the amplifiers with hybrid couplers.

Power
applications
Transistor
Vertical power
devices

Semiconductor device and
production method therefor

To suppress current leakage in a semiconductor device having a gate insulating film and a gate electrode. A gate
electrode is continuously formed in a film via a gate insulating film on the bottom surface of a trench, the side
surfaces of a trench, and the top surfaces of a second n-type layer in the vicinity of the side surfaces of the
trench. The ends of the bottom surface of the gate electrode are aligned with the ends of the top surface of the
gate insulating film, and the ends of the bottom surface of the gate insulating film are formed in contact with the
surfaces of the second n-type layer facing the ends of the bottom surface of the gate electrode. The passivation
film covers the entire top surface of the device except the contact holes of the gate electrode and the source
electrode.

RF applications
Transistor

Transistor with multi-metal
gate

A transistor includes a gate electrode (130) with multiple metals (M1-M5) distributed along the width of the
transistor. Each of the metals in the gate electrode has a different work function. Such a compound gate
provides higher linearity when, e.g., operated as a radio frequency transistor.

Nitride semiconductor device

A nitride semiconductor device (1) is provided with: a substrate (100); an n-type drift layer (102) disposed on the
front surface of the substrate (100); a p-type base layer (104) disposed on the drift layer (102); a gate opening
(110), which is formed in the base layer (104), and which reaches the drift layer (102); an n-type channel forming
layer (112), which covers the gate opening (110), and which has a channel region; a gate electrode (118)
disposed on the channel forming layer (112) in the gate opening (110); an opening (120), which is separated
from the gate electrode (118), and which reaches the base layer (104); an opening (122), which is formed in the
bottom surface of the opening (120), and which reaches the drift layer (102); a source electrode (124) covering
the opening (120) and the opening (122); and a drain electrode (126) disposed on the rear surface of the
substrate (100).

RF applications
MMIC
Circuitry &
operating
methods

Power
applications
Transistor
Diode
Vertical power
devices

ASSSIGNEE

+ 3 new patent applications
+ 1 newly granted patent

+ 3 newly granted patents

+ 1 new patent application
+ 2 newly granted patents

+ 2 new patent application
+ 1 newly granted patents

Notable patents were selected on the basis of their technical interest, citations received from other patents, family size, current legal status, scope of the claims, and impact in the field.
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Q1 2019 MAIN STARTUP COMPANIES
Navitas: notable patents selected by Knowmade analyst
PATENT
NUMBER

US10193554

US10224817

TYPE

SEGMENT

Newly
granted
patent

Power applications
Monolithic power IC
Module & package
Circuitry & operating
methods

Newly
granted
patent

Power applications
Monolithic power IC
Circuitry & operating
methods

USXXXXXXX Clickable link to pdf document

TITLE

PATENT DETAILS

IMAGE

Capacitively coupled level
shifter

A half bridge GaN circuit is disclosed. The circuit includes a low side power switch configured to be selectively
conductive according to one or more input signals, a high side power switch configured to be selectively
conductive according to the one or more input signals, and a high side power switch controller, configured to
control the conductivity of the high sigh power switch based on the one or more input signals. The high side
power switch controller includes a capacitor, and a logic circuit, wherein the capacitor is configured to
capacitively couple a signal based on the input signals to the logic circuit, and the logic circuit is configured to
control the conductivity of the high sigh power switch based on the capacitively coupled signal.

Power transistor control
signal gating

A half bridge circuit is disclosed. The circuit includes low side and high side power switches selectively
conductive according to one or more control signals. The circuit also includes a low side power switch driver,
configured to control the conductivity state of the low side power switch, and a high side power switch driver,
configured to control the conductivity state of the high side power switch. The circuit also includes a controller
configured to generate the one or more control signals, a high side slew detect circuit configured to prevent the
high side power switch driver from causing the high side power switch to be conductive while the voltage at the
switch node is increasing, and a low side slew detect circuit configured to prevent the low side power switch
driver from causing the low side power switch to be conductive while the voltage at the switch node is
decreasing.

Notable patents were selected on the basis of their technical interest, citations received from other patents, family size, current legal status, scope of the claims, and impact in the field.

• During the quarter, Navitas has reinforced its IP portfolio in the field of GaN power IC, in particular drivers for GaN devices implemented in half-bridge
circuits for DC-DC power converters, with two additional newly granted patents. The drivers developed by Navitas may be monolithically integrated to GaN
half bridge circuits (monolithic GaN power IC) but it is not the main object of the present invention.
• To our knowledge Navitas’ portfolio now counts 75 patents regrouped in 19 families since first patent publications in 2016. Despite a recent IP activity,
Navitas’ patent portfolio already includes 48 granted patents (enforceable patents) and a significant amount of pending patents (21) which may further
strengthen Navitas’ IP position. Navitas’ recent IP activity results from new inventions (4 new patent families in 2018 and 3 more in 2019) as well as from
numerous extensions of priority patents mainly in Taiwan (8) and China (5).
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Q1 2019 MAIN STARTUP COMPANIES
SweGaN: notable patents selected by Knowmade analyst
PATENT
NUMBER

WO2019/015754

US10199222

TYPE

New
patent
application

Newly
granted
patent

USXXXXXXX Clickable link to pdf document

SEGMENT

Not specified & other
applications
Epiwafer

Not specified & other
applications
Epiwafer
Transistor

TITLE

PATENT DETAILS

IMAGE

A heterostructure for a
high electron mobility
transistor and a method of
producing the same

The present document discloses a heterostructure for a high electron mobility transistor (HEMT). The
heterostructure comprises a SiC substrate, an lnxAlyGa1-x-yN nucleation layer (12), wherein x=0-1, y=0-1,
preferably x<0.05 and y>0.50, more preferably x<0.03 and y>0.70 and most preferably x<0.01 and y>0.90,
formed on the SiC substrate. The heterostructure further comprises a GaN channel layer formed on the
lnxAlyGa1-x-yN nucleation layer. A thickness of the GaN channel layer is 50 to 500 nm, preferably 100 to 450 nm,
most preferably 150 to 400 nm. The GaN channel layer presents a rocking curve with a (002) peak having a
FMHW below 300 arcsec, and a rocking curve with a (102) peak having a FMHW below 400 arcsec as determined
by X-ray diffraction, XRD. A surface of an uppermost layer of the heterostructure (1 ) exhibits an atomic stepflow morphology with rms roughness over a 10 μm2 scan area of below 1.8 nm, preferably below 1.4 nm, most
preferably below 1 nm, over a 3 μm2 scan area of below 1 nm, preferably below 0.7 nm, most preferably below
0.4 nm, as determined by atomic force microscopy, AFM.

Semiconductor device
structure and methods of
its production

The present document discloses a semiconductor device structure (1) comprising a SiC substrate (11), an
lnx1Aly1Ga1-x1-y1N buffer layer (13), wherein x1=0-1, y =0-1 and x1+y1=1, and an Inx2AIy2Ga1-x2-y2N
nucleation layer (12), wherein x2=0-1, y2=0-1 and x2+y2=1, sandwiched between the SiC substrate (11) and the
buffer layer (13). The buffer layer (13) presents a rocking curve with a (102) peak having a FWHM below 250
arcsec, and the nucleation layer (12) presents a rocking curve with a (105) peak having a FWHM below 200
arcsec, as determined by X-ray Diffraction (XRD). Methods of making such a semiconductor device structure are
disclosed.

Notable patents were selected on the basis of their technical interest, citations received from other patents, family size, current legal status, scope of the claims, and impact in the field.

• During the quarter, SweGaN has reinforced its patent portfolio related to heterostructures for high electron mobility transistors (HEMT) with a newly granted
patent delivered in USA. The other members of the patent family are still pending in China, Europe, India, Japan, Korea and Taiwan.
• Furthermore SweGaN keeps strengthening its IP position in the field as a new patent publication was published in the same field during this quarter (WO, EP
and TW pending patents).
• To our knowledge SweGaN’s portfolio currently counts 23 patents regrouped in 6 patent families since the first patent publication in 2015. SweGaN’s
portfolio is focused on Europe but extensions seem to be systematically required for Taiwan, USA, China, India, Japan and Korea indicating a global IP
strategy. However the strength of the patent portfolio is still limited by the low percentage of granted patents (< 10%).
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Q1 2019 MAIN STARTUP COMPANIES
ExaGaN: notable patents selected by Knowmade analyst
PATENT
NUMBER

WO2019/012192

TYPE

New
patent
application

USXXXXXXX Clickable link to pdf document

SEGMENT

TITLE

PATENT DETAILS

IMAGE

Power applications
Circuitry and
operating methods

Half-bridge electronic
device comprising two
systems for minimizing
dead-time between the
switching operations of a
high level switch and of a
low level switch

The invention relates to a half-bridge electronic device (100) comprising a high level switch (2) and a low level
switch (1) in series that are connected at a central point (3), the device (100) comprises a first (10) and a second
(20) synchronization system: • the first system (10) comprising a first detection circuit (11) configured to
interpret a variation, following a falling edge, of the voltage (Vm) at the central point (3), and the first system
(10) being configured to generate a first synchronization signal (ATON- LS) for activating the low level switch (1);
• the second system (20) comprising a second detection circuit (21) configured to interpret a variation, following
a rising edge, of the voltage (Vm) at the central point (3), and the second system (20) being configured to
generate a second synchronization signal (ATON- HS) for activating the high level switch (2).

Notable patents were selected on the basis of their technical interest, citations received from other patents, family size, current legal status, scope of the claims, and impact in the field.

• ExaGaN has published a new patent publication this quarter in the field of GaN-based DC-DC converters (EP and WO procedures).
• The invention addresses electrical losses in such converters due to dead times between high side switch turn-off and low-side switch turn-on (and viceversa). The inventors therefore describe a method to maximize the efficiency of the converter by minimizing these switching dead times, while avoiding a
simultaneous conduction of the switches "High-Side" and "Low-Side" which would cause a short-circuit between the voltage source and ground.
• To our knowledge, ExaGaN currently holds 30 patents regrouped in 14 patent families since the first patent publications in 2017. The strength of its IP
portfolio remains limited by the number of granted patents (7) and will be also determined by the geographic coverage of each patent family (most of them
are WO/EP procedures but few extensions have been required so far).
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Q1 2019 NEW ENTRANTS
New entrants in GaN Power & RF patent landscape
COMPANY
CHENGDU TIANJIAN TECHNOLOGY
CO.,LTD.
(成都天箭科技股份有限公司 )

SHAANXI REACTOR MICROELECTRONICS
(陕西亚成微电子股份有限公司)

WEBSITE

PATENT NUMBER

www.cdtjkj.com

CN208608971U

www.reactormicro.com

US20190190467
CN208572039
CN208572045

DETAILS
•
•

The company is specialized in in R&D, production and sales of high-band, high-power solid-state microwave front-ends.
The invention is entitled “Gallium nitride microwave integrated circuit pulse modulation circuit” and was registered as
an utility model during Q1 2019 (granted).

•

Shaanxi Reactor Microelectronics Co., Ltd. manufactures digital-analog hybrid integrated circuits. It offers power
management chips and module solutions for consumer electronics and LED lighting. The company's products are used
in chargers, adapters, set-top boxes, computer interface equipment, and LED lighting.
The company enters the IP landscape with 2 registered utility models granted in China regarding GaN circuits for highfrequency applications and a WO procedure with pending members in USA, China and Europe entitled “Power source
for envelope tracking”.

•

•
ZHEJIANG JEC ELECTRONIC CO.,LTD. (浙江
嘉科电子有限公司 )

www.jec.com.cn

CN109286466
•

•
SUTENG INNOVATION TECHNOLOGY

www.robosense.ai

CN109391006
CN109324332

•
•

WUHU KAIDI SEMICONDUCTOR
(芜湖启迪半导体有限公司)

www.electech.com.cn

CN109346522
CN109273527

•

The Chinese company is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the 36th Research Institute of China Electronics Technology
Group. It specializes in the development, production and sales of safety technology products and wireless
communication electronic products, as well as computer information system integration business.
The company has published a new patent application in Q1 2019 entitled “Novel vehicle-mounted portable integrated
frequency interferometer”.

Suteng Innovation Technology Co.,Ltd develops robotic equipment, including laser scanning equipment. The company
offers FPGA, LiDAR hardware, MEMS solid-state LiDAR systems and Mechanical LiDAR systems, be-spoke intelligent
environment perception LiDAR systems, and AI algorithms.
The company has published two new patent applications in Q1 2019 entitled “Power supply circuit and a laser radar
device”. And “Laser transmitting circuit and laser radar”.
WUHU KAIDI SEMICONDUCTOR is a subsidiary of ELEC TECH INTERNATIONAL (ETi), a company manufacturing
manufactures and sells small appliances and LED products in China.
The company co-filed two new patent applications with TSINGHUA UNIVERSITY related to normally-off device
structures using an epitaxial approach.

USXXXXXXX Clickable link to pdf document

Inventor WU SHAOFEI (Chinese name: 吴绍飞, unknown affiliation, no GaN related patent before Q1 2019) has drawn attention during Q1 2019, publishing 26 new patent
applications in total, among which five inventions are related to GaN transistors for RF applications (CN109285890, CN109285883, CN109285880, CN109285884, CN109285885).
According to other patents filed by this Chinese inventor, it likely linked to SmartGen, Newcapec Electronics and/or Shanghai University of Electric Power.
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Q1 2019
New patent litigation filed
No complaint related to GaN Power/RF has been neither filed or closed in Q1 2019. Below is the latest GaN Power/RF litigation.
PLAINTIFF

MACOM
(NITRONEX)

DEFENDANT

INFINEON
(INTERNATIONAL
RECTIFIER)

NATURE OF THE
ACTION

PATENT

SEGMENT

CASE

START DATE

END DATE

ACCUSED
PRODUCT

Declaratory
Judgment

US6617060
US6649287
US8105921
US8344417
US8592862

Wafer & Epiwafer

2:16-cv-02859

April 26th, 2016

October 31th,
2018

No accused
product

USXXXXXXX Clickable link to pdf document

• The GaN-on-Si intellectual property (IP) in contention here was first developed by Nitronex, a GaN-on-Si start-up born from research at North Carolina State
University. In 2010, Nitronex sold the IP rights to International Rectifier (IR). While IR was principally interested in the technology for power electronics,
apparently IR also acquired the rights for RF applications in exchange for cash needed by Nitronex to stay afloat. However, Nitronex retained an exclusive license to
use the IP for RF applications. Macom bought Nitronex in February, 2014, and Infineon bought IR in January, 2015.
• In 2016, Macom sued Infineon, claiming Infineon was violating the license agreement established between Nitronex and IR. The court granted Macom a
preliminary injunction, allowing Macom to continue using the IP and preventing Infineon from applying it for RF power applications until the suit was settled or
tried.
• Macom’s suit against Infineon includes claims for breach of contract, breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing, declaratory judgment of contractual
rights, and intentional interference with contract.
• Among other relief, Macom asked the court to grant Macom declaratory and injunctive relief confirming its rights under the Nitronex-IR agreements and ordering
Infineon to assign to Macom several Nitronex GaN patents.
• Finally Macom and Infineon settled their legal fight over ownership of GaN-on-Si IP. According to former Macom’s CEO John Croteau, Infineon accepted to assign
ownership of the disputed patents to Macom for all fields of use, and Macom licensed the patents back to Infineon, although Infineon is restricted from selling
production quantities of RF GaN on Si base station products until 2021. There is no financial information about the settlement, the terms being confidential.
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Access to IP analysts
On-demand Q&A session on specific patented technologies or company IP portfolios
Take advantage of direct interaction with our analysts by phone call and/or email
✓ Q&A session and open discussion with our IP analysts (100h a year).
✓ Asking for questions and/or requesting for specific patent search on company or technology.

contact@knowmade.fr

Examples:
• Could you tell me more about the patent portfolio of this company?
• What is exactly the invention claimed in these patents?
• Can you give me the patents filed by this company on these specific technologies?
• Can you shortly analyze the patents of this new entrant?
• What are the patents issued in Japan and Korea for this application?
• Please give me more details about this patent litigation.
• We want to file a new patent, can you help us to assess the prior-art in this field?
• I would like to invalidate these patents, could you do a prior-art search?
• Can you help me to identify in patents the technical solutions to solve this issue?
• I would like to assess my freedom of operating in USA, can you give me the granted US
patents covering this technology?
• I am looking for free technologies I could use safely without infringing valid IP rights, can
you give me newly expired patents related to this technology?
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